Our Interactive LED Panels available in various sizes ranging from 55” to 85”. All are supplied complete with software providing a seamless interface with the presenter’s computer.

Easy to use with powerful features, presenters are able to use their fingers to write directly on the panel surface or use the supplied pens or wand (No batteries required).

Our Interactive panels have “Gesture Touch” functionality. This means that on screen content can be manipulated via a two finger touch, similar to that of an iPad / tablet device. This also means that two people can operate the system and manipulate content simultaneously.

Furthermore, Interactive LED panels can be ordered with multitouch capability allowing much more than just one or two people having touch capability simultaneously.

LED solutions do not require calibration and therefore are a simpler solution for those wanting a mobile interactive system.
EDUSS INTERACTIVE PANEL
MOTORISED MOBILE SOLUTION

The total cost of ownership on Interactive LED Panels are significantly lower than conventional Interactive Whiteboard costs due to the replacement costs associated to projector bulbs every 2,000 to 4,000 hours compared to a LED panel lifespan of ± 100,000 hrs.

Full HD: 1920 x 1080 resolution
Interface: Finger or stylus (multi touch)
Response speed: <25ms
Surface durability: Mohs hardness = 7
Software: Eduss Interwrite and Easiteach
Next Generation
Display aspect ratio: 16:9 (wide screen)

Technology: Infrared touch technology
Connection to PC: USB
Warranty: 5 years limited
PC OPTIONAL - Eduss 55” Interactive LED Panel with Built-in PC - i5-3Ghz CPU, 4GB Ram, 500GB Hdd, 802.11n Wireless, Win 7 Home Premium, (5 Year Warranty)